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ABSTRACT

Isotopicanalysesof mineral,leachate,andwholerock fractionsfrom theMartianshergottite

meteoriteQUE94201yield Rb-SrandSm-Ndcrystallizationagesof 327+12and327+19Ma,

respectively.Theseagesareconcordant,althoughtheisochronsaredefinedby differentfractions

within themeteorite.Comparisonof isotopedilutionSmandNd datafor thevariousQUE 94201

fractionswith in situion microprobedatafor QUE 94201mineralsfrom theliteraturedemonstrate

thepresenceof a leachablecrustalcomponentin themeteorite.Thiscomponentis likely to havebeen

addedto QUE94201by secondaryalterationprocessesonMars, andcanaffecttheisochronsby

selectivelyalteringtheisotopicsystematicsof theleachatesandsomeof themineralfractions.Initial

87Sr/86Sr of 0.701298_+12, ENd 143 of 47.6+1.7, and whole rock ENd 142 of 0.92+0.11 indicate that

QUE 94201 was derived from a source that was strongly depleted in 87Rb/86Sr and enriched in

147Sm/144Nd early in its history. Partial melting models demonstrate that the Sm-Nd isotopic

compositions of QUE 94201 can be produced from a single chondritic source by no fewer than five

episodes of melting; two occurring at 4.525 Ga and three at 327 Ma, and that the source was not

significantly melted between 4.525 Ga and 327 Ma. Rb-Sr-based partial melting models are unable

to reproduce the composition of QUE 94201 using the same model parameters employed in the Sm-

Nd-based models, implying a decoupling of Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic systems. The initial

decoupling of the two isotopic systems can be attributed to multiple melting events which are able to

more efficiently fractionate Rb from Sr (into crustal and mantle reservoirs) compared to Sm from

Nd. The fact that all Martian meteorites analyzed so far define a Rb-Sr whole rock isochron age of

4.5 Ga suggests that virtually all Rb was partitioned into the crust at that time. Thus, the Martian

mantle is not expected to evolve past 87Srf_6Sr of 0.700, and could not have been significantly

enriched in Rb by crustal recycling processes. All Martian meteorites have initial 87Sr/86Sr values

that are higher than -4).700, and are likely to be produced by mixing between crustal and mantle

reservoirs. The absence of crustal recycling processes on Mars may preserve the geochemical

evidence for early differentiation and the decoupting of the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic systems,

underscoring one of the fundamental differences between geologic processes on Mars and the Earth.



INTRODUCTION

A recentlyidentifiedSNC(Shergotty-Nakhla-Chassigny)meteoriteis thebasaltic

shergottiteQUE 94201.Despitethefact thatthemeteoritesbelongingto thisgroupincludebasalts

andlherzolites(shergottites),pyroxenites(nakhlitesandALH 84001),anda dunite(Chassigny),

they all sharegeochemicalandisotopicaffinities thatareconsistentwithaMartian origin (e.g.,

McSween,1994). AlthoughQUE94201hasabundancesOfmajorelementsthatareroughly

similar to thoseof othershergottites,particularlyEETA 79001lithologyB, it demonstratesthe

mostextremegeochemicalfractionationsof anyMartianmeteoritestudiedthusfar (Mittlefehldtand

Lindstrom, 1996). High field strengthelements(HFSE),suchasP,Hf, andTi, aswell as

middle-rareearthelements(MREE)to heavy-REE(HREE),aresignificantlyhigherin QUE 94201

thanin theothershergottites,whereasabundancesof themostincompatibleelements,suchasRb,

K, Ta,andlight-REE(LREE),areaslow or lower thanthemostdepletedshergottites(Fig. 1).

This is consistentwith thefactthatQUE 94201hasthemoststronglyLREE-depletedchondrite-

normalizedREEpatternof anyMartianmeteorite.Theseobservationshaveled to thesuggestions

that 1)QUE 94201wasderivedfrom a sourcethatwasstronglydepletedthroughmeltingevents,

and2) themeltwasnotsignificantlymodifiedby theadditionof theLREE-enrichedcrustal

componentthatis presentin theothershergottites(Gleasonetal. 1996;Kring et al. 1996). Thus,

QUE 94201potentiallyoffersstrongconstraintson themineralogyandcompositionof SNC

mantlesources,theextentandtiming of meltingeventsonMars,andthepetrogeneticrelationships

amongtheindividualmeteorites.

We havecompletedRb-SrandSm-Ndisotopicanalysesof minerals,wholerocks, and

leachatesfrom QUE94201.This sample is older than the other shergottites, and has isotopic

compositions that indicate it was derived from a source that was strongly depleted in incompatible

elements early in its history. We also present time-integrated melting models that demonstrate that

QUE 94201 can be derived from a primitive (chondritic) mantle that has undergone repeated small-

volume partial melting events. The initial melts could represent early-formed Martian crust, and

would have very low present-day 147Sm/144Nd, ENd 143 values, and high 87Rb/86Sr and 87Sr]S6Sr
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values.Conversely,themantlesourceof QUE94201must havevery highpresent-day

147Sm/i44Nd and ENdI43, as well as low 87Rb/86Sr and 87Sr/a6Sr values. The REE and isotopic

systematics of the other shergottites are consistent with melts derived from a variably depleted

(QUE 94201-1ike) source that have assimilated small amounts of early-formed highly fractionated

crust.
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PETROGRAPHY

We present a brief petrographic description to familiarize the reader with the mineral

fractions that are used to define Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isochrons discussed later. Petrographic and

electron microprobe analysis of QUE 94201 by Harvey et al. (1996), Kring et al. (1996), McKay

et al. (1996), McSween and Eisenhour (1996), McSween et al., (1996), and Mikouchi et al.

(1996) demonstrate that it is composed of about 35-44% clinopyroxene, 32-46% maskelynite

(diaplectic glass formed from shocked plaNoclase), 18-30% impact melt, 4-5% whitlockite, 2-3%

opaque oxides (ilmenite, ulv6spinel, pyrrhotite, Fe-Ti oxide), and 4% mesostasis (fayalite,

feldspar, whitlockite, 'silica, pyroxferroite, chlorapatite, rutile, and possible baddeleyite). Fe, K,

and Ca sulfates have also been observed in QUE 94201 and have been interpreted as products of

low temperature water-based alteration of the meteorite on Mars or in Antarctica (Harvey et al.,

1996; Wentworth and Gooding, 1996). Maskelynite ranges from An68 to An52. Pigeonite and

augite coexist in QUE 94201 and are strongly zoned to Fe-rich rims. Pyroxene cores are typically

Mg-rich pigeonite (with compositions near Fs30WOl5) mantled by Mg-rich augite (-Fs20Wo35),

and are rimmed by Fe-rich pigeonite (up to Fs85) that is zoned to pyroxferroite. Zoning patterns in

these pyroxenes are similar to those in several Apollo 15 quartz-normative bas',dts, and like the

zoning patterns in the Apollo 15 pyroxenes, have been interpreted to reflect crystallization in a

closed system (Kring et al., 1996; McSween and Eisenhour, 1996; McSween et al., 1996)o Thus,

unlike the other shergottites, QUE 94201 does not contain cumulus minerals, and is therefore

likely to have a composition that more closely reflects a Martian magma.



GEOCHEMICAL CONSTRAINTS ON SNC PETROGENESIS

Major- and trace-element chemistry, and isotopic systematics of the SNC meteorites place

strong constraints on the mineralogy and composition of their sources, the extent and timing of

melting events, and petrogenetic relationships among the individual meteorites. There is a strong

decoupling of REE abundances and Nd isotopic systematics in the SNC meteorites. Nakhlites and

Chassigny, for example, have LREE-enriched patterns, high LREE/HFSE ratios (Fig. 1), and high

initial ENd 143 (Harper et al., 1995; Jagoutz, 1996) Thus, whereas the Nd isotope systematics of

the Nakhlites are indicative of derivation from source regions with strong time-integrated LREE

depletions, the LREE enrichment of the melts suggest derivation from LREE-enfiched sources. To

explain this seeming contradiction, the REE systematics of the Nakhlites have generally been

attributed to very small degrees of melting of a previously depleted source (e.g., Nakamura et al.,

1982; Longhi, 1991). In contrast to the nakhlites, the shergottites have LREE-depleted patterns,

low LREE/HFSE ratios (Fig. 1), and relatively low initial ENd 143. Thus, the compositions of the

shergottites are essentially complementary to the nakhlites. In order to account for the strong

LREE depletions in the shergottites, many authors have suggested that their mantle sources were

previously melted and initially contained garnet (e.g., Nakamura et al., 1982; Longhi, 1991;

Longhi et al., 1992; Gleason et al., 1996).

Calculated major-element compositions of the shergottite parent magmas have lower A1203

(3-12.5 wt. %) than typical terrestrial basalts (Stolper and McSween, 1979; Treiman, 1986;

Longhi and Pan, 1988; Johnson et al., 1991), which is consistent with derivation from a

previously depleted source (Longhi, 1991). However, pseudo-ternary projections of SNC parent-

magma compositions into systems with diopside-orthopyroxene-olivine-and an aluminous phase

(pla_oclase-spinel-garnet between 5-35 kb pressure) demonstrate that the parent magmas have A1

abundances that are too low to be in equilibrium with any aluminous phase and, therefore, cannot

be derived from source regions that contain garnet (Longhi, 1991). The apparent contradiction

between the presence of garnet in the sources on one hand, and low abundances of A1 in the

magmas / which prevent equilibration of the magmas with garnet) on the other, have been attributed



to 1)removalof garnetby latestagemeltingevents(Gleasonet al., 1996),or 2) mixing between

meltsderivedfrom garnet-bearingsourcesathighpressureandmeltsderivedfrom garnet-free

sourcesat lowerpressure(Longhi, 1991).

TheRb-SrandSm-Ndisotopicsystematicsof SNCmeteoriteshelpto constraintheir

petrogeneficrelationships.Shihet al. (1982)notedthatthewholerock Rb-Srof theSNC

meteoritesfell ona4.5Gareferenceisochron,whereasthewholerock Sm-Nddataof the

shergottitesdefinedanisochronwith a slopecorrespondingto anageof-1.3 Ga. This ~1.3Ga

shergottitewholerockisochronhasbeeninterpretedin varyingways. Shihet al. (1982)suggested

thatthe 1.3Gawholerookagelikely approximatedthecommoncrystallizationageof the

shergottites.Thiswassupportedby 1)discordantRb-SrandSm-Ndinternal isochronand

4°Ar/39Aragesfor theshergottitesthatindicatedthesystemshadbeenresetby open-system

processes,2) 1.3Gacrystallizationagesdeterminedon thenakhlites,thatindicatedmelting

processeswereoccurringontheSNCparentbodyatthis time,and3) thegenerallycomplementary

trace-elementabundancepatternsof nakhlitesandshergottites.MeasuredRb-Srand,in some

cases,Sm-Ndinternalisochronagesof-180 Ma were,therefore,interpretedto reflect resettingof

the isotopicsystemsbyeventsandprocessesaccompanyingshockmetamorphism.

Jones(1986,1989)andJagoutz(1991)offeredanalternativehypothesisin whichthey

suggestedthatthe1.3Gaand4.5Gawhole rock "isochrons"wereactually mixing linesbetween

variousmantleandcrustalreservoirs.This conclusionwasbasedon 1) thedifficulty of resetting

Rb-SrandSm-Ndisotopicsystemsby shockmetamorphism,2)preservationof primaryigneous

zoning patterns in the major mineral phases, and 3) the observation that initial Sr, Nd, and Pb

isotopic compositions of the shergottites calculated at 180 Ma lie on or close to an apparent mixing

plane. In the Jones (t989) model, neither the 4.5 Ga Rb-Sr nor the 1.3 Ga Sm-Nd whole-rock

isochron are given any age significance. In the Jagoutz (1991) model, the 4.5 Ga Rb-Sr whole

rock isoohron is interpreted as the age of initial crust-mantle differentiation, whereas the 1.3 Ga

Sm-Nd isochron is simply a mixing line. The various models not withstanding, the similarity in

bulk Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic systemafics in a group of rooks presumably sampled from various



localitiesonMars ispuzzling.Wefeel thatanypetrogeneticmodelfor theorigin of theSNC

meteoritesmust accountfor boththeN4.5GaRb-SrandtheN1.3GaSm-Ndwhole rock

isochrons,aswell asdefinetheopen-systemprocessespotentiallyresponsiblefor thediscordant

Rb-SrandSm-Ndinternal-isochronages.Themodelpresentedlaterin thispaperattains

considerablesuccessin reproducingtheSr andNd isotopicevolutionof manyof the SNC

meteorites.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

The mineral separation procedure for QUE 94201 is presented in Fig. 2. A 330 mg split of

QUE 94201,31 was crushed with a boron carbide mortar and pestle. Two 15.3 and 52.5 mg splits

(WR-1 and WR-2) were set aside for whole-rock isotopic analysis, and the remainder was sieved

at 74-150 gm (100-200 mesh) and 44-74 gm (200-325 mesh). The t_e size fraction (44-74 gm)

was leached in warm 1N HCf for 10 minutes yielding a whole-rock leachate (WR-L) and a residue

from which mineral fractions were subsequently separated (leachates and residues are hereafter

designated by L and R). Maskelynite (Plag-1R) and bulk pyroxene (Pyx-R) separates from the

residue of the fine size fraction were concentrated using heavy liquids with densities of 2.65 and

3.32-4.05 g/cm 3, respectively. Each separate was washed to remove heavy liquids and further

purified (>99.5%) by hand-picking. Composite grains of glass (~80%) and pyroxene (-20%)

separated from the Pyx-R fraction by hand-picking were designated Glass-1R.

Maskelynite (Plag-2), high-Fe pyroxene (Fe-Pyx-R), and high-Mg pyroxene (Mg-Pyx-R)

were separated from the course size fraction (74-150 gm) using a Frantz magnetic separator.

These separates were further hand-picked and, like those from the free size fraction, were

extremely pure (>99.5%). The Fe-Pyx-R and Mg-Pyx-R, as well as a third plagioclase separate

(Plag-3), that was transferred to D. Bogard for 4°Ar/39Ar analysis, were leached in warm 1N HCf

prior to digestion yielding leacnates Fe-Pyx-L, Mg-Pyx-L, and Plag-3L. A second mixed glass

(-65%) and pyroxene (-35%) separate (Glass-2) was generated by hand-picking the Fe-Pyx and

Mg-Pyx fractions prior to leaching. The Plag-2 and Glass-2 separates were not leached.



Thewhole rocksandmineralseparatesweredigestedin HF-HNO3acids.Rb-SrandSm-

Ndconcentrationswererun onsmallsplitsof eachmineralfractionandleachateto insurecorrect

spike/sampleratios. TheWR-2 splitwasrun to searchfor aradiogenic142Ndenrichmentandwas

notspikedwith themixed 149SmASONdspikeusedfor theothersamples.Cationswereseparated

• usingcationspecificresinsandmicrocolumnsasfollows: SrwasseparatedusingBio-RadSr- _

specresin(50-100_m beadsize)with3NHNO3acidandquartz-distilledwater;Rbwasseparated

andFeremovedfrom REEusingAG50X12resinwith 2N HC1,REE wereelutedin 6N HNO3;

REEwerepurified usingBio-RadREEresin(50-100_.mbeadsize)with 1NHNO3and0.05N

HNO3acids,and Sm andNd wereseparatedusingaAG50X8 (NH4 form) andc_-

hydroxyisobutyricacid (o_-HIBA).Completeproceduralblanks(pg)were11-15for Rb,25-38

for Sr,4-7 for Sm,and22-25for Nd. The52.5mg WR-2 sample was put through the _-HIBA

separation procedure twice, in order to insure good separation of 142Ce from Nd, and had a blank

contribution of about 35 pg. All samples were run statically on a multi-collector Finnigan MAT

261 mass spectrometer. Sr was loaded on Re filaments with Ta205 + H3PO4. Nd was run on

single and double Re filaments as an oxide and as a metal, respectively. Run conditions, error

calculations, and values for standards are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

RESULTS

Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic analyses on mineral fractions, whole rocks, and leachates

determine the age of crystallization, the initial isotopic composition, and the presence of a !42Nd

anomaly (Tables 1, 2). These analyses also allow us to assess the effects that the addition of

secondary sulfate and phosphate phases might have on the isotopic systematics of the sample. The

results are presented below.

Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isochrons

A Rb-Sr isochron giving an age of 327+12 Ma is defined by three pyroxene (Pyx-R, Fe-

Pyx-R, and Mg-Pyx-R), two maskelynite (Plag-lR and Plag-2) mineral fractions, and the WR-2



split (Fig.3). Although this ageis about150Ma older than the Rb-Sr ages of the other shergottite

meteorites (e.g., Nyquist et al., 1979; Shih et al., 1982; Jagoutz, 1989; Nyquist et al., 1995a), it

is roughly similar to the age for Shergotty (360 Ma) reported by Jagoutz and W/inke (1986). It is

important to note, however, that our Rb-Sr age for QUE 94201 is based solely on the analyses of

major mineral residues (and one whole rock) from which potential contaminants were removed by

leaching in HC1, whereas the Shergotty age was derived from analyses of both mineral fractions

and leachates (Jagoutz and W_inke, 1986). Our Rb-Sr age is, therefore, less likely to be affected

by the post-crystallization addition of leachable secondary components, such as sulfates or

phosphates.

The leachates WR-L, Mg-Pyx-L, and Fe-Pyx-L fall off the 327 Ma isochron, indicating

that the whole rock contains a leachable fraction that is not in isotopic .equilibrium with the silicate

mineral fractions (Fig. 3). This component appears to be detectable in the unleached WR-1 and

Glass-2 fractions as well, which like the leachates, fall above and to the left of the 327 Ma isochron

defined by the residues. Thus, this added component has high 87Sr/86Sr, but low 87Rb/86Sr.

Both Ca sulfates and phosphates are easily leachable secondary phases observed in QUE 94201

(Harvey et al., 1996; Wentworth and Gooding, 1996), that may have high Sr abundances, low

Rb/Sr ratios, and likely contain radiogenic "crustal" Sr that could raise the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of WR-

1 and the leachates. The Plag-3L and Glass- 1 fractions also lie slightly off the isochron (to the

right), but unlike the other leachates cannot be explained by the addition of a high 87Sr/86Sr

component. These fractions have low abundances of Sr (7 and 19 ng, respectively) and Rb (0.02

and 2.6 ng, respectively), and may be subject to expanded analytical uncertainty resulting either

from blank contributions or decreased precision of the mass spectrometer runs.

A Sm-Nd age of 327+19 Ma (Fig. 4) is defined by the relatively REE-enriched mineral

fractions and leachates (Mg-Pyx-R, Fe-Pyx-R, WR-1, and WR-L splits). This Sm-Nd age is

concordant with the Rb-Sr age, although the two isochrons are defined by different fractions of the

sample. The relatively REE-depleted mineral fractions and leachates (Plag-1R, Plag-2, Plag-3L,
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Pyx-R,Mg-Pyx-L, Fe-Pyx-L,Glass-lR andGlass-2)fall to theleft andbelow the327Ma Sm-Nd

isochron.

In orderto betterunderstandtheSm-Ndsystematicsof QUE94201mineralfractionsand

leachates,anddeterminewhyconcordantRb-SrandSm-Ndagesaregivenby isochronsdefined

by differentmineralfractions,the abundancesof SmandNd in themineral fractionsarecompared_

with thein situion microprobeanalysesof McSweenet al. (1996)andWadwaandCrozaz(1996)

in Fig. 5. Theconcentrationsof Nd andSmdeterminedbyisotopedilution for thepyroxene

mineralseparates,Fe-Pyx-RandMg-Pyx-R, aresimilarto theion microprobedatafor pyroxene,

andarethereforeconsistentwith theobservationthattheSmandNd in these fractions reflect trace-

element partitioning during igneous crystallization. Similarly, the abundances of Sm and Nd

measured in WR-L by isotopic dilution are very similar to those measured in whitlockite by ion

microprobe, suggesting that REE abundances in WR-L are dominated by the igneous whitlocldte

component. This is reasonable given the high solubility of whitlockite in the 1N HCf used to leach

the whole rock and the high modal abundance of whitlockite in QUE 94201. Thus, the position of

the WR-L datum on the 327 Ma Sm-Nd isochron is also likely to reflect trace-element partitioning

during igneous crystallization. The bulk WR-1 split falls near the 327 Ma isochron, probably as a

result of the dominance of the whole rock REE abundances by the whitlockite component (Wadwa

and Crozaz, 1996). The impact melt Glass-2, and the leachates Mg-Pyx-L and Fe-Pyx-L have

147Sm/144Nd and 143Ncl,/144Nd values that are similar to those of the WR-L and WR-1 fractions,

suggesting that they also contain a large whitlockite component. However, these fractions,

particularly the pyroxene leachates, are displaced slightly from the position of a "pure" whitlockite

component in the isochron diagram, suggesting the possible presence of one or more additional

components.

In contrast to the abundances of Sm and Nd in the pyroxene, whole rock, and whole rock

leachate (whitlockite?) fractions, the S m and Nd isotope dilution measurements of the Plag-1 R,

Plag-2, and Plag 3L fractions are significantly different from the ion microprobe data (Fig. 5). The

unleached Plag-2 separate has much higher abundances of Sm and Nd, and a much lower ratio of
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Sm/Ndthan theion microprobevaluesfor maskelynite. Similar 147Sm/144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd

ratios and even higher Sm and Nd abundances were measured in Plag-3L (Table 2; Fig. 5),

suggesting that the plagioclase fractions contain a leachable component characterized by lower

147Sm/144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd than found in any of the igneous minerals that were analyzed by

ion microprobe. The high REE abundances in Plag-lR compared to those in maskelynite (Fig. 5)

suggests that it also contains one or more extraneous REE components, despite the fact that it was

leached. One potential explanation is that small amounts of extraneous components, such as

shock-produced melts of pyroxene, phosphate, and/or secondary alteration products were added to

the maskelynite during its formation by shock metamorphism. Although such a melt component is

likely to be present to some degree in all the phases analyzed (e.g., McKay et al., 1996), it is

expected to most strongly affect the REE systematics of maskelynite because this phase contains

the lowest REE abundances of any primary igneous mineral analyzed in this study.

Thus, analysis of mineral fractions and leachates in QUE 94201 demonstrate the presence

of a leachable component that is distinct from the primary igneous phosphate and is not in isotopic

equilibrium with the prima_r 3, mineral phases. This component is characterized by high 87Sr/86Sr

and low 147Sm/144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd indicating that it is derived from a crustal source. In

addition, this component has low 87Rb/86Sr suggesting that its source is one or more secondary

minerals enriched in alkaline earth elements, such as Ca sulfates and phosphates that have been

observed in QUE 94201 by Wentworth and Gooding (1996). The observation that the host phases

are easily leachable suggests that they are present on grain surfaces and is consistent with

secondary alteration of the rock by crustal fluids. The addition of this secondary component to

various mineral fractions may explain the discordant ages derived from the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd

systems for many SNC meteorites.

Although the Sm-Nd systematics of the plagioclase fractions are strongly affected by the

presence of leachable aheradon products, their Rb-Sr systematics are unaffected. This probably

reflects the large amount of Sr in the plagioclase fraction relative to the amount of Sr added from

secondary components. Thus, the addition of secondary alteration products to QUE 94201 has
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varying effects on the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd systematics of the different mineral fractions. The

presence of secondary alteration products enriched in alkaline and rare earth elements 1) can affect

the Sm-Nd, but not the Rb-Sr systematics of the plagioclases, 2) can affect the Rb-Sr, but not the

Sm-Nd systematics of the whole rock and whole rock leachates, and 3) does not appear to affect

either the Rb-Sr or the Sm-Nd systematics of the pyroxenes within detection limits. The

susceptibility of particular mineral fractions to isotopic perturbation through the addition of

alteration products is probably determined by a combination of the robustness of the phase that

comprises the mineral separate (i.e. resistance of the phase to chemical alteration) and the

concentrations of Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd in the phase relative to their concentrations in the alteration

products.

Jagoutz and Wanke (1986) measured pyroxene leachates with 147Sm/144Nd and

143Nd/144Nd ratios that are similar to the values we measured for Plag-2, Plag-3L, and Glass-lR

fractions, and interpreted their leaches to be derived from a primary igneous component. As

discussed above, leachable components with low 147Sm/144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd observed in

QUE 94201 are unlikely to be a primary i_eous component, however. In the Rb-Sr system (Fig.

3) the leachates def'me a line that has a slope corresponding to an age of about 4.2 Ga, whereas in

the Sm-Nd system (Fig. 4) the same fractions define a line that has a slope corresponding to an age

of about 1.1 Ga. This suggests that the leachates are in fact mixtures derived from both primary

(mantle) and secondary (crustal) sources. The fact that the leachates define mixing lines that are

sub-parallel to the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd whole rock isochrons previously determined for SNC

meteorites suggests that the added "crustal" material is likely to be of Martian, rather than

terrestrial, origin.

In summary, the concordant Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isochron ages of 327 Ma determined from

primary mineral phases clearly give the cr_,stallization age of QUE 94201. Nevertheless, there are

at least two leachable components in QUE 94201. The first leachable component is whitlocldte

which dominates the REE systematics of whole rock and pyroxene leachates. The other leachable

component is derived from secondary alteration products that adhere to grain surfaces. Although
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this component affects all the leachates to some degree, it is most prevalent in the Rb-Sr

systematics of the pyroxene leachates and the Sm-Nd systematics of the plagioclase leachates. The

presence of secondary alteration products in some of the leachates does not alter the fundamental

conclusion that the crystallization age of QUE 94201 is 327 Ma.

Initial Sr and Nd isotopic ratios and 142Nd excess

The Rb-Sr isochron defines an initial 87Sr/86Sr of 0.701298_+14 (Fig. 3). This value is

essentially the same as that measured in the Plag-lR, Plag-2, and Plag-3L fractions (Table 1)

because of their very low 87Rb/86Sr, and the relatively young crystallization age of the sample.

This is the lowest initial 87Sr/86Sr yet measured for any of the SNC meteorites (next lowest initial

87Sr/86Sr = 0.70494 for Governador Valadares calculated at 327 Ma; Wooden et al., 1979),

indicating that QUE 94201 is derived from a Martian source with the strongest time-integrated

depletion of Rb relative to Sr of which we have record (Borg et al., 1996). Initial ENd 143

determined from the 327 Ma isochron is +47.6_+1.7 (Fig. 4). This value is dramatically higher

than for any of the othei: SNC meteorites (next highest initial E:Nd 143 iS +28.4 calculated for ALH

84001 at 327 Ma; data from Nyquist et al., 1995a), but is consistent with the very" high whole rock

147Sm/l_Nd of 0.503 (Table 2). Such low 87Sr/86Sr and high ENd 143 and 147Sm/la4Nd values

indicate 1) that QUE 94201 was derived from a source that was strongly depleted in 87Rb/S6Sr and

enriched in 147Sm,/la4Nd during most of its history, and 2) the QUE 94201 parent magma could

have assimilated only a small amount of incompatible-element enriched crustal material.

Nevertheless, there is evidence (presented in a later section) to suggest that QUE 94201 may have

assimilated a small amount of Martian crustal material, so that its initial 87Sr/86Sr value also may

represent a mixture of mantle and crustal components.

We analyzed several bulk samples and leachates in search of a 142Nd anomaly that would

constrain the time at which the QUE 94201 source was initially depleted in LREE. Excess 142Nd

would be produced from an enrichment of Sm (in particular the now extinct nuclide 146Sm) Over

Nd relative to the chondritic Sm/Nd ratio in the restite during partial melting occurring soon after

condensation of Martian materials from the solar nebula (tl/2 of 146Sm is 103 Ma). Comparatively
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large 142Nd anomalies were found for several whole rocks and leachates (_Nd 142 = +0.8 tO +0.99;

unspiked whole rock = +0.92...+_0.11) and are indicative of very early and very efficient

fractionation of Sm from Nd. The l_Nd 142 anomaly observed in QUE 94201 is similar in magnitude

to the largest eNa 142 anomaly observed in the Nakhlites and Chassigny (Harper et al., 1995;

Jagoutz, 1996), and suggests that the sources of these samples experienced similar early

differentiation events.

A model age for the depletion event can be calculated using the techniques outlined in

Nyquist et al. (1995b), and by assuming 147Sm/144Nd ratios for the early-depleted Martian mantle.

Harper et al. (1995), for example, suggested that the ENd 142 of +0.59_+0.13 observed in Naldala

could be produced by differentiation occurring at 4539 Ma assuming 147Sm/144Nd = 0.235 of the

Nakhla source (e.g., Jones, 1989; Harper et al., 1995) using the equation:

ENd 142 = 354(146Sm/144Sm)(fSm/Nd)e-_q46 (At)

where fSm/Nd is the fractionation factor defined by [(147Sm/144Nd)R/(147Sm/144Nd)cHUR -1], _,146

is 0.00673, 146Srn/144Sm is 0.008 (we use 0.0076; e.g., Nyquist et al., 1995b), and At is the time

interval between solar system condensation at 4566 Ma (we use the 4558 Ma Pb-Pb age of angrite

LEW 86010 of Galer and Lugmair, 1992) and differentiation that produced the depleted mantle

source.

The very high ENd 142 observed in QUE 94201 is not consistent with derivation from a

Nakhla-like source with 147Sm/144Nd values near 0.235. In fact, 147Sm/144Nd values in excess

of 0.264 are required to obtain positive model ages from end 142 of 0.92. Indeed, Harper et al.

(1995) were also unable to generate positive ages using both 147Sm/144Nd of 0.235 and the mean

measured l_Nd 142 value, and were forced to use the lowest limit of measured l_Nd 142 values (i.e.

+0.46) in order to obtain a positive age. If the lower limit of the QUE 94201 l_Nd 142 values are

used (i.e. +0.82) then 147Sm/14ZNd of 0.257 is required to yield positive model ages. The

147Sm/144Nd ratios calculated from the l_Nd 142 data represent the minimum values, because the

differentiation is assumed to occur immediately after formation of the earliest solids in the solar

system. Nevertheless, calculated 147Sm/144Nd ratios in excess of 0.25 indicate that the QUE



94201sourcehadto bestronglyfractionatedfrom theCHURvalueof 0.1967very early in

Martian history. If theQUE94201sourcewasnot differentiateduntil 100Ma aftersolar

condensation,for example,thenthesourcemusthaveanevenhigher147Sm/144Nd value (>

0.313) to produce end 142 of +0.82. Potential Martian mantle sources with such high 147Sm/144Nd

values are similar to the most depleted lunar sources postulated to exist at 4.4 to 4.5 Ga by Misawa

et al. (1993) and Snyder et al. (1994) and inferred from the 142Nd data of lunar basalts (Nyquist et

al., 1995b). Thus, mantle differentiation of Mars must have been very early and very extreme.

15

MODELING Nd AND Sr ISOTOPIC EVOLUTION IN THE MARTIAN MANTLE

We have constructed time-integrated non-modal partial melting models to constrain 1) the

petrogenesis of QUE 94201, 2) the timing of potential depletion events in the QUE 94201 mantle

source region, 3) the isotopic composition of potential Martian mantle and crustal reservoirs, and

4) the relationships between QUE 94201 and the other shergottites. The assumptions required to

construct the models are first outlined and then the models are presented.

Composition of sources

The partial-melting models attempt to reproduce the Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotopic

compositions of QUE 94201 through a series of partial melting events of primitive (chondritic)

Martian mantle beginning 4.558 Ga ago. The initial composition of the primitive Martian mantle is

assumed to have Sm and Nd in 2xC1 chondrite abundances (values of Sun and McDonough,

1989) as per Gleason et al. (1996) and 147Sm/144Nd = 0.1967. The concentration of Rb in the

Martian mantle is difficult to estimate given its volatile nature and the predicted relative abundance

of volatiles on Mars (e.g., Dreibus and W_inke, 1985). We have calculated a 87Rb/86Sr value of

0.16 for bulk silicate Mars using Rb/Ca and Sr/Ca estimated for Mars and Earth, respectively,

from data of Jagoutz et al. (1979), W/inke and Dreibus (1988), and Longhi et al. (1992), assuming

that Sr/Ca is the same for the Eanta and Mars. Since Sr is a moderately refractory element, we

have assumed that Sr = 2xC1 (14.5 ppm), so that Rb = 0.82 ppm assuming the Rb/Sr ratio above.

Although the concentration of Rb is about 20% lower than the estimated abundance for crust +
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mantleby Longhi et al. (1992),this lowervalueis consistentwith estimatedabundancesof Smand

Nd in primitive Martianmantlethatarederivedfrom 2xC1values.

Sincethemodalmineralogyof themantleispoorly constrained,wehaveusedmodesthat

areconsistentwith estimatesof major-elementabundancesin bulk crust-mantle.The modal

mineraJogy of the undifferentiated source is based on the model major element composition of

mantle + crust of Longhi et al. (1992), which corresponds to Ol:Opx:Cpx:Gar = 60:17:10:13.

Although the abundance of A1 in QUE 94201 is too low for the magma to be in equilibrium with

garnet, very high 147Sm]144Nd of the whole rock require the presence of a phase, such as garnet,

that can substantially fraction Sm from Nd (Gleason et al., 1996). As mentioned earlier, low A1 in

parental mam'nas may reflect exhaustion of garnet during the last melting event, or re-equilibration

of ma_-nas produced from garnet-bearing peridotites with garnet-free peridotites in a polybaric

melting scheme (as per Longhi, 1991). The melt proportions assumed for the modeling is

Ol:Opx:Cpx:Gar = 31:19:27:23, and are roughly consistent with estimated shergottite parent

magma compositions (e.g., Longhi and Pan, 1989). Note that repeated melting of the same source

in these proportions will deplete the source in garnet and clinopyroxene, and enrich it in olivine.

Although we have attempted to make phase proportions used in our models consistent with

estimates of major element abundances in bulk silicate Mars, Rb and Sr are relatively unaffected by

the proportions of phases in the source, as well as in the melt assemblage, because of their

incompatibility in all phases considered (Table 3). Likewise, only the proportions of garnet in the

source and in the melt assemblage will effect the Sm and Nd abundances in the modeled melts

(Table 3). Thus, the critical factors controlling the distribution of Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd, and the

isotopic systematics of the melt and restite in the models are 1) the number of melting events the

source has undergone, 2) the degree of melting of each event, 3) the proportions of garnet in the

restite (in the case of Sm-Nd), and 4) the timing of the melt events.

Number and timing of melting events

Incompatible element, REE, and isotopic systematics of QUE 94201 provide evidence for

numerous and early melting events in the QUE 94201 source region. The low abundances of
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incompatibleelementsandlow LREE/HREEratiosindicatethatQUE 94201wasderivedfrom a

sourcethatwaspreviouslymeltedbecausesuchstrongdepletionsarenotconsistentwith asingle

meltingevent. InsteadtheQUE 94201sourceis likely to haveundergonenumerousepisodesof

melting. The327Ma crystallizationageof QUE94201is indicative of arecentmeltingevent

whichwouldhavedepletedits source,whereasthehigh 143Nd/144Ndandlow initial 87Sr/a6Srof

QUE94201indicatethatthesourcewasdepletedinRb/SrandenrichedinSm/Ndearlyin geologic

history,longbeforetheformationof QUE 94201.Furthermore,thepresenceof excess142Ndin

QUE94201requiresthat somedepletionof its mantlesourceoccurredvery earlyin thehistoryof

theplanet,andlike theNakhlitesource,wasprobablyassociatedwith aninitial crustformingevent

(Harperet al., 1995;Shih et al., 1996).

Ourmodelingindicatesthatin ordertoproducethe 147Sm]144Nd observed in QUE 94201

using modal mineralogy outlined above, at least three episodes of partial melting (each of about

7%) are required. However, models that use only three episodes of melting fail to approximate the

abundances of Nd and Sm of QUE 94201 (modeled Nd = 0.65 ppm and Sm = 0.55 ppm

compared to measured values of Nd = 1.5 ppm and Sm = 1.2 ppm). Furthermore, the Nd isotopic

systematics of QUE 94201 are not reproduced by this model no matter when the three melting

events are assumed to occur. For example, in order to produce the observed I_Nd 142 of QUE

94201, the first melting event must occur at 4.43 Ga yielding a restite with 147Sm/144Nd of 0.356.

Such a restite is an unrealistic source for QUE 94201 because at the time of QUE 94201 magma

extraction it has E;Nd 143 of +84.6, which is roughly double the calculated initial ENd 143 of QUE

94201. A greater number of less extensive melting events are therefore required. Similar

arguments can be used to eliminate models that employ only four episodes of melting because such

models require that the QUE 94201 source has ENd 143of +62.6 at the time of magma extraction.

The simplest model that can account for both the ENd 142 and ENd 143 of QUE 94201 requires

five episodes of melting. The first two melts are removed from the source early in the history of

the planet around 4.5 Ga, and the other three are removed around 327 Ma. It follows that the

isotopic systematics of the modeled melts are completely determined by the early melting events
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(sincesourcedepletionsoccurringatthetimeof crystallizationwill notalterthe isotopic

compositionof thesource),whereasthe 147Sm/144Nd and Nd and Sm concentrations of the

modeled melts are determined by all of the melting events. Although repeated melting events

occurring at approximately evenly space intervals of time would seem more in keeping with a

continuously active planet such as the Earth or Mars, it is not consistent with the Nd isotopic data.

This stems from the fact that in order to produce the l_Nd 142 anomaly of +0.92 the source must be

strongly depleted early in its history. Any subsequent melting that occurs must be fairly late (i.e.

near 327 Ma) otherwise the 147Sm/144Nd of the source is raised while there is still time for 143Nd

to be produced by the decay of 147Sm. The end result is a melt with ENd 142 of +0.92, but eNd 143

that is too high. For example, assuming an intermediate melting event at about 300 Ma before

QUE 94201 melt extraction (i.e. 625 Ma ago) raises the modeled initial _Nd 143 tO +64. We

therefore assume that the QUE 94201 source has undergone only two periods of melting; one that

occurred early in the history of the planet around 4.5 Ga ago and the other that occurred at 327 Ma.

Partial melting models

The results of our most reasonable Sm-Nd-based partial melting model is presented in Fig.

6 and Table 4 (see the figure caption for detailed model parameters). One percent melting of a

chondritic source at 4.525 Ga produces a depleted source with 147Sm/144Nd of 0.234 (and ENd142

of +0.41) and a melt with very low 147Sm/144Nd (0.097). This melt represents an extremely

fractionated early-formed crust (crust #1), and has a present day ENd 143 value that is near -59. In

the model, the depleted source is immediately melted again (1%), producing a source with

147Sm/144Nd of 0.281 (and ultimately a ENd 142 value of +0.92). The source is not melted again

until 327 Ma, when it undergoes three episodes of melting. The third and fourth episodes of

partial melting (4%) at 327 Ma produce the QUE 94201 source. The final (fifth) melting event

(4%) at 327 Ma generates a melt with Nd and Sm concentrations, 147Sm/144Nd, ENd 143, and

ENd142 values that are similar to QUE 94201 (Table 4).

In summary, the Sm-Nd isotopic systematics of QUE 94201 can be reproduced from a

chondritic source by five episodes of melting; two at 4.525 Ga, and three at 327 Ma. The timing
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of thefirst two meltingeventsis fixedby theassumptionthatQUE94201isderivedfrom asingle

sourcethatinitially hadachondritic147Srn]144Ndratio andthatsubsequentdepletionsoccurredat

327 Ma. If initial meltingoccurredlaterthan4.525Ga, thenthesourceis requiredto havea

147Sm/144Nd ratio that is higher than 0.281 to produce the observed gNd 14z anomaly. However, a

source with 147Sm/144Nd ratio that is greater than 0.281 will yield melts at 327 Ma that have

higher initial I_Nd143 values than QUE 94201. Thus, melting must occur at or before 4.525 Ga ago

if QUE 94201 is produced by five episodes of melting as outlined above.

We have varied several of the model parameters in order to discern consistent model results

that are independent of the initial assumptions employed in the models. The parameters we have

varied include the melt proportions at each melting episode and the amount of garnet in the source.

The effects of less than five episodes of melting are discussed above. The model outlined above

requires the amount of partiat melting to increase with time. Intuitively, one expects the opposite to

occur, that is, for the amount of partial melting to decrease, or at least stay about the same with

time. Models that assume constant amounts of melting are able to generate a melt with the

147Sm]144Nd ratio, and Sm and Nd concentrations that are similar to QUE 94201 in five melt

episodes of about 2% each. In order to produce the observed _;Nd 142, this model requires the initial

two melting events (events #1 and #2) to occur at 4.395 Ga. The timing of the initial two melting

events calculated by this model are 130 Ma later than in our best model, in which the initial melts

are of smaller volume (2% melting compared to 1% melting), because the 147Sm]144Nd of the

restite increases with larger degees of melting as a result of mass balance. This model is

unsuccessful, however, because the initial melting events produce a source that has a 147Sm/144Nd

ratio that is too high, resulting in an initial I_Nd 143 of QUE 94201 that is also too high (+106).

Thus, to reproduce both the ENd 143 and l_Nd 142 values of QUE 94201 the early melt events must be

relatively small volume compared to the later events.

In our best model, outlined in Fig. 6, the source is assumed to have about 13 percent

garnet. This results in a 147Sm/144Nd ratio of the QUE 94201 restite (Mantle #5) that is extremely

high (1.24). If less garnet is assumed in the restite assemblage, then the 147Srrd144Nd of the
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sourcewouldbe lower, althoughit becomesincreasinglydifficult to produceboththe

147Srrd144NdandNd andSm concentrationsobservedin QUE 94201astheamountof garnetin

thesourcedecreases.For example,if thesourceis assumedto containno garnet,thenamodeled

meltwith 147Sm/144Ndof QUE 94201canbeproducedby five episodesof melting(eachabout

7%;thef'trsttwo melting eventsoccurat4.500Gaandthelast threeat327Ma)of asourcewith

Ol:Opx:Cpx= 40:30:30thatis meltedin theproportionsOl:Opx:Cpx = 10:30:60.Themodeled

147Sm/144Ndof QUE 94201restite(Mande#5)is down to 0.68,andthecalculatedinitial gNd 143 iS

+54 (compared to the measured ENd 143 Of QUE 94201 which is +47.6). Although the major-

element composition of this modeled source is unlike Longhi's (1992) estimates for bulk silicate

Mars, the most significant failure of the model is in reproducing the Sm and Nd concentrations of

QUE 94201 (calculated values for Nd and Sm are 0.13 ppm and 0.11 ppm compared to measured

values of 1.5 ppm and 1.2 ppm). Thus, although our best model presented in Fig 6 is not

completely satisfactory because it has small percentages of melting early in the history of the planet

and leaves a restite with very high 147Sm/144Nd, it best reproduces the geochemical and Nd-

isotopic measurements of QUE 94201.

There are two important consistencies among all of the models, which emphasize key

geologic processes on Mars. First, initial differentiation of Mars must have occurred very early in

order to produce both the 142Nd and 143Nd systematics of QUE 94201 from a single source. Our

best estimate is that initial differentiation occurred on or before 4.525 Ga (at about 33 Ma after

planet formation), although ages as late as 58 Ma and 163 Ma can also be derived from garnet-free

and constant melt volume models discussed above. Second, there had to be a long period of

relatively little activity between 4.5 Ga and 327 Ma in which only trivial amounts of melt were

extracted from the QUE 94201 source. Large amounts of melting occurring between 4.5 Ga and

327 Ma raise 147Sm/144Nd of the source so that SNd 143 becomes higher than the measured initial

SNd 143 value. Thus, the QUE 94201 source is likely to have remained fairly isolated since initial

differentiation of the planet.



Rb-Sr-basedpartial meltingmodelsarenotabletoreproducetheRb-Srsystematicsof QUE

94201usingthesamesourcemineralogy,meltproportions,degreesof melting,andnumberof

meltingeventsasusedfor theSm-Ndbasedmodels.Thisstemsfrom thefact thatthemodeled

mantleisvirtuallydepletedin Rb afteronly afewepisodesof melting. For example, the modeled

mantle has 87Rb/86Sr = 0.02 after one melt extraction, and 87Rb/86Sr = 3x10 -7 after five melt

extractions, so that 87Sr/86Sr does not evolve past a value of 0.700 (Table 4). The fact that initial

87Sr,/86Sr values of all of the SNC meteorites are higher than 0.700 (e.g., Nyquist et al., 1979;

Shih et al., 1982; Jagoutz, 1989; Nyquist et al., 1995a), suggests that they cannot be produced

directly from the modeled mantle. More radiogenic initial 87Sr/86Sr values will result if a primitive

Martian mantle 87Rb/86Sr value that is higher than 0.16 is assumed. However, to produce a melt

with an initial 87Sr/86Sr value similar to QUE 94201, the 87Rb/86Sr of the primitive mantle must be

about 5 times higher than 0.16. Such high Rb abundances are not reasonable, and suggest that the

Rb-Sr systematics of QUE 94201 (and the other SNC meteorites) are not controlled by mantle

melting processes alone.
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DISCUSSION

The Sm-Nd data suggest that QUE 94201 is produced by multiple melting events that

began soon after condensation of Mars from the solar nebula, whereas the Rb-Sr data suggest that

QUE 94201 was derived from a source that had not undergone multiple melting events. To

investigate these discrepancies between the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd systematics, the isotopic

compositions of all the SNC meteorites, as well as the potential crustal and mantle reservoirs

calculated by the models are compared. In this section, the constraints the partial melting models

offer on the formation age and composition of Martian mantle and crustal reservoirs is explored,

and a simple petrogenetic model for the origin of the shergottites is proposed.

Petrogenesis of shergottites: Evidence of mixing

Figure 7 is a 147Sm/144Nd vs. 143Nd/144Nd isochron plot of shergottite initial whole rock

values (recalculated for an average age of the shergottites at 180 Ma). Also shown on this plot are
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thecompositionsof representative crustal and mantle reservoirs (at 180 Ma) derived from the

partial melting models developed in the previous section. Crust #1, crust #2, and crust #3 are the

first, second, and third melts extracted from the initial chondritic source at 4.525 Ga (for crust #1

and #2) and 327 Ma, (for crust #3), whereas mantle #1-#5 are the residues produced by extraction

of crust #1-#5 (QUE 94201) at 4.525 Ga, and 327 Ma. Note that the shergottites (with the

exception of QUE 94201) fall between the calculated mantle and crustal fields on Fig. 7 on a line

that has a slope that corresponds to an age of about 1.3 Ga.

The fact that the shergotfites fall between the calculated mantle and crustal fields on Fig. 7

is qualitatively consistent with the mixing models proposed by Jones (1989) and Jagoutz (1991),

and suggests that the isotopic compositions of the shergottites can be produced by mixing mantle

and crustal reservoirs. However, there is significantly more variation observed in the modeled

crustal and mantle Sm-Nd isotopic compositions than is required to satisfy a mixing model for the

shergottites. The modeled crustal reservoirs have a limited range in 147Sm/144Nd, but a large

range in 143Nd]144Nd, reflecting the time at which the melt was extracted from the Martian mantle.

In contrast, the modeled mantle reservoirs have more variation in 147Sm]144Nd than in

143Nd/144Nd reflecting the strong fractionation of Sm from Nd during late stage partial melting

events. The fact that most of the shergottites fall on a single line indicates that they must be closely

related to very similar crustal and mantle reservoirs. Note that QUE 94201 falls significantly off

this line suggesting that it is less closely related to the other shergottites and that there may be a

sampling bias in the shergottites studied so far. If so, then the -t.3 Ga whole rock isochron may

not be supported by acquisition of additional samples.

Jones (1989) used Nakhla to define the Martian mantle isotopic composition, thereby

implying that Shergotty and Zagami are mos t representative of Martian crust (i.e. they are

isotopically the most different from Nakhla). Jagoutz (1991) proposed a similar model, but

suggested that there are two distinct mantle reservoirs on Mars. However, in both models the

estimated 147Srn]i_Nd of the mantle was too low to satisfy simple two-component mixing models

for the shergottites. Jones (1989) suggested that there was a chemical fractionation of Sm from Nd



immediatelyprecedingshergottitecrystallizationthatdepletedthemantlesourcein Nd relativeto

Sm. Our analysisof QUE 94201demonstratesthatamantlesourcewith high Sm/Ndis presenton

Marsby 327Ma, andthat muchof thedepletionof Nd relativeto Smoccurrednearthis time.

Partialmelting of ahigh 147Sm/laNdQUE 94201-1ikesource(e.g.,mantle#4)would produce

mantlemeltswith moderate147Sm/144Ndandhigh 143Nd]144Ndvalues(Fig. 7). Note that in

principal theSm-Ndsystematicsof theyounger(-180 Ma) shergottitescouldbesatisfiedby

mixing meltsfrom asinglehighly-depletedmantlesource,suchasmantle#4 or mantle#5,with

variablecombinationsof "ancient"(-4.5 Ga) and "young" (-0.3 Ga)crust. Thus,the isotopic

variability observedin theshergottitesis consistentwith assimilationof Martiancrustalmaterialby

mantlederivedmeltswith high 147Srrg144Ndand 143Nd/144Nd.

Figure 8 is a 87Rb/86Srvs.87Sr/S6Srisochronplot of shergottiteandnakhlitewholerock

values(recalculatedfor anaverageageof theshergottitesat 180Ma),andcrustalandmantle

reservoirscalculatedfrom thepartialmeltingmodels. As is thecasefor theSm-Ndsystem,the

shergottitesfall betweenmantleandearly-formedcrustalreservoirsin theRb-Srsystem,again

indicative of mixing. In thiscase,however,the shergottites,nakhlites,andmodeledmantleand

crustalsourcesdefineawholerockarraywith a slopethatcorrespondsto anageof about4.5Ga.

Shihet al. (1982)andJagoutz(1991)interpretedtheSNCmeteoriteRb-Srwholerock isochronas

theageof differentiationof theparentbody. In our model,theRb-Srwholerock isochronmore

specificallyreflectstheageatwhichRbwascompletelyfractionatedfromthemantleinto crust.

Thepartial-meltingmodelsdevelopedin theprevioussectionsdemonstratethatRbcanbe

effectivelypartitionedinto theearlycrustafteronly afew meltingevents.TheMartianmantlecan

thereforepotentiallymaintain87Sr/g6Sr that is near the initial solar system value, whereas crustal

rocks (with various 87Rb/a6Sr values) can evolve to fall along the 4.5 Ga reference line (Fig. 8).

Subsequent mixing between mantle and crustal reservoirs yield magmas with Rb-Sr isotopic ratios

that also fall near the 4.5 Ga reference line. This scenario is illustrated by QUE 94201. Although

QUE 94201 has the lowest initial 87Sr]86Sr value (0.701298), it is substantially elevated above the

expected value calculated for its source by the partial melting models (0.699097; Table 4). QUE

23
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94201is thereforelikely to haveassimilatedsomecrustalmaterial thatraisedtheinitial STSr/86Srof

themelt. The Sm-Ndsystematicsof themodelresultspresentedin Fig. 7 suggeststhatthecrustal

componentis likely to haveboth"ancient"(~4.5Ga) and"young" (.--0.3Ga)components.

Nevertheless,QUE 94201lieson the4.5GaRb-Srreferenceline in Fig. 8 becauseboth"ancient"

and"young"crustal sources,aswell asthemantlesources,calculatedby thepartialmeltingmodels

lie onthe4.5Ga Rb-Srreferenceline.

Theleachatedataalsosupportourconclusionthatthe SNCwholerock4.5GaRb-Srand

1.3GaSm-Ndisochronsaremixing linesbydemonstratingthat mixing betweencrustaland

mantlesourceswithin QUE 94201leachatescanproducemixing lineswith slopesthataresimilar

to thewholerock isochrons(Figs.3, 4). WhereastheRb-Srwhole rock isochronis interpretedto

reflectthattime whenRbwaspartitionedinto thecrust,thereis lesssignificanceto the1.3GaSm-

Ndwholerock isochronage.This stemsfromtheinability of geologicprocessesto completely

fractionateSmfrom Nd. Thefact thattheSm-Ndwhole rock isochronis youngerthanthe Rb-Sr

isochronreflects thegreaterproficiencywithwhichdifferentiationprocesseshavefractionatedRb

fromSrcomparedto Smfrom Nd. As aresult,thecrustis likely to havevirtually all of theRband

radiogenicSr, but subequalamountsof SmandNdcomparedto themantle. Thereis thusa

greaterpotentialfor theRb-Srsystematicsof mantlemeltsto beaffectedby agivenamountof

assimilationthanthe Sm-Ndsystematics,andhencethereis adecouplingof Rb-SrandSm-Nd

systemsin the SNCmeteorites.

Theabsenceof Rb in theMartianmantlesincethetime of thefirst differentiationevents,

andsubsequentdecouplingof theRb-SrandtheSm-Nd isotopic systems,suggeststhatcrustal

recyclingprocesseshavenotoccurredonMars. Re-introductionof largeion lithophileelements

(LILE), suchasRb, into theMartianmantlevia subduction-likeprocesseswouldresultin higher

andmorevariable87Sr/a6Srin mantle-derivedmelts,makingtheRb-Srisotopicsystematics,and

in particularthe4.5 GaRb-Srwholerockisochron,difficult to explain. Thepresenceof large

ENd 142 anomalies in young (327 Ma and 1.3 Ga) melts further argues against crustal recycling

processes that could easily obscure 142Nd enrichments by dilution with "crustal" Nd that has a
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normalabundanceof 142Nd.Theapparentabsenceof crustalrecycling andtherelativeisolationof

theMartianmantlefrom theMartiancrustis oneof themostsignificantgeologicdifferences

betweenMarsandtheEarth.

CONCLUSIONS

Isotopicanalysesof minerals,leachates,andwholerock fractionsfrom thebasaltic

shergottiteQUE94201yield Rb-SrandSm-Ndcrystallizationagesof 327+12and327+19,

respectively.Thepresenceof leachablesecondaryalterationproductsin severalof themineral

fractionsvariablyaffectstheir Rb-SrandSm-Ndsystematics,andresultsin Rb-SrandSm-Nd

internalisochronsthataredefinedby differentfractions. Initial 87Sr/86Sr and _Nd 143 values of

0.701298 and +47.6, and a whole rock end 142 value of +0.92 indicate that QUE 94201 was

derived from a source that was strongly depleted in 87Rb/86Sr and enriched in 147Sm/144Nd early

in its history. Partial melting models demonstrate that the Sm-Nd isotopic composition of QUE

94201 can be produced from a chondritic source by five episodes of melting (two occurring at

4.525 Ga and three occurring at 327 Ma). The Nd isotopic systematics of QUE 94201 are not

consistent with fewer than five melting events, or significant melting between 4.500 Ga and 327

Ma, and the initial depletion of the QUE 94201 source later than 4.500 to 4.525 (depending if

garnet is assumed in the source). Numerous melting events effectively partition virtually all Rb

into the Martian crust near 4.5 Ga. Subsequent mixing of crustal and mantle reservoirs produces

the 4.5 Ga Rb-Sr whole rock isochron observed in the SNC meteorites. If this scenario is correct,

then the 1.3 Ga whole rock isochron defined by all the shergottites (except QUE 94201) also

represents a mixing line. The difference in age be_veen the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd whole rock

isochrons is a manifestation of a decoupling of the two isotopic systems on Mars. This decoupling

ultimately results from the absence of large scale recycling of crust back into the Martian mantle

and may be one of the most significant geolofc differences between Mars and the Earth.
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TABLE 1. Rb-Sr analytical results for QUE 94201

Fraction Wt. Rb Sr 87Rb/86Sra 87Sr/86Srb
(mg) (ppm_ fppm)

WR-1 15.25 0.518 41.3 0.0363+2 0.701532+14

WR 2 52.50 0.691 49.8 0.0402+2 0.701481+13

WR-L c 4.80 0.635 135.9 0.0135+1 0.701626+15

Plag-lR 3.00 0.268 108.0 0.00719+7 0.701335+15
Plag-2 15.75 0.314 109.6 0.00829+4 0.701327+15

Plag-3L c 3.71 0.0057 1.76 0.00939+33 0.701285+15
Fe-Pyx-R 45.03 0.174 3.51 0.143+1 0.701942+18
Fe-Pyx-L ......... 0.0420-1_-51 0.702364+14
Mg-Pyx-R 15.95 0.0892 4.37 0.0591+3 0.701581+15
Mg-Pyx-L ......... 0.0177+4 0.701719+15
Pyx-R 2.75 0.224 4.51 0.144+_.2 0.701970+_20
Glass-lR 3.30 0.793 5.75 0.399+2 0.703019+39
Glass-2 29.40 1.83 27.2 0.195+44 0.702272+16

NBS-987

(N=21 ) 0.710247+22 d

a Error limits apply to the last digits and include minimum uncertainty of 0.5%
plus 50% of the blank correction for Rb and Sr added quadratically.

b Normalized to 86Sr/88Sr = 0.1194. Uncertainties refer to last digits and are 2Crm

calculated from measured isotopic ratios.
am = [Z(mi-kt)2/(n(n -1))] I/2 for n ratio measurements mi with mean value It.

_p = [E(M i-_)2/(N- 1))] 1/2 for N measurements Mi with mean value re.
c Weight calculated by difference between unleached fraction and residue.

d Uncertainties refer to last digits and are 2Crp. Isochrons are calculated using
either 2_p (from standard runs) or 26m (from measured isotopic ratios),
whichever is larger.



TABLE 2. Sm-Nd analyticalresultsfor QUE94201
Fraction Wt. Sm Nd Nd

(mg) (ppm) (pprn) (ng)
run asNdO+
WR-1 15.25 1.233 1.482 23
WR-L_ 4.80 27.25 34.09 164
Plag-iR 3.00 0.250 0.273 0.8
Plag-2 15.75 0.0919 0.407 6.4
Plag-3kd 3.71 0.125 0.541 2.0
Fe-Pvx-R 45.03 0.165 0.113 5.1
Fe-P;,,x-L ............
Mg-15yx-R15.95 0.306 0.215 3.4
Mg-Pyx-L ............
Pyx-R 2.75 0.196 0.139 0.4
Glass-IR 3.30 0.0410 0.134 0.4

AMESNdStd
(N = i23

147Srn/144Nda142Nd/144NdbENd142c 143Nd/144Ndb

0.5031+5 1.138452+16 1.07__+0.780.514898+6
0.4834+5 1.138436+20 0.93+0.78 0.514847+9
0.5542+89 ...... 0.514158+170
0.1364+4 ...... 0.511439+10
0.1349+14 ...... 0.512336+91
0.8834+__.22 ...... 0.515766+12
0.4707+6 ...... 0.514710±15
0.8582+32 ...... 0.515680+12
0.4775+6 ...... 0.514742+45
0.849+28 ...... 0.515157+80
0.183+71 ...... 0.511872+120

1.138330±89e 0.511103+46e
run as Nd +

WR-L -_ 4.80

Glass-2 29.40

WR-2." 52.50

AMES Nd Std

(N = 37)

27.25 34.09 164 0.4834±5 1.138360_+17 0.80±0.26 0.514835±6

1.696 2.091 62 0.4905±25 1.138382±70 0.99±0.62 0.514834±35

............ 1.138374±14 0.92±0.11 0.514824±6

1.138269±27 e 0.511103±14 e

0.1-1V i44Nd beam intensities for NdO + runs of unknowns and standards, and 0.3-3V 144Nd beam intensities for Nd+
runs of unknowns and standards.

a Error limits apply to the last digits and include minimum uncertainty of 0.1% plus 50% of the blank correction for Sm
and Nd added quadratically.

b Normaiized to 146Nd/144Nd = 0.72414. Uncertainties refer to last digits and are 2Cm calculated from measured isotopic
raties.

(Ira = ir(mi-l.t)2/(n(n-1))] 1/2 for n ratio measurements mi with mean value g.

c ENd::2 anomaly determined from unspiked whole rock run (WR-2). ENd 142 calculated for mineral fractions to show
consistent with WR-2 value.

d Weigh.'.calculated by difference between unleached fraction and residue.

e Unce:-_nties refer to last digits and are 2CJp. Isochrons are calculated using either 2_p (from standard runs) or 2_Jm
(from measured isotopic ratios) whichever is larger.
_jp = i_(Mi_rc)2/(N_l))] 112for N measurements Mi with mean value _.

f Unsp:ked sample run for 142Nd. Average of six runs on sample filament.



TABLE 3. Partitioncoefficientsusedin models
Sm Nd Rb Sr

O1 0.0006a 0.00007a 0.0002c 0.0002c
Opx 0.019b 0.031b 0.0006c 0.007c
Cpx 0.17b 0.104b 0.00190 0.12e
Grt 0.29c 0.068c 0.001d 0.04d
a McKay(1986).
b McKayetal.(1986).
c McKenzieandO'Nions(1991).
d Kay(1978).
e Jones(1995).



TABLE 4 Results of time-integrated partial melting models

trnelting Nd Sm 1475m1 I_Nd143 l_Nd142 Sr Rb 87Rb/ 87Sr/86Sr
(Ga)a (pprn_ (ppm) 144Nd (present) (ppm) (ppm) 86Sr (present)

Initial
4.558 0.905 0.294 0.1967 0 0 14.52 0.821 0.160 0.698970

(2xCI) b

lstmelt c 4.525 26.8 4.29 0.097 -58.6 477 118 0.703 0.743335

1st residua 0.664 0.257 0.234 21.9 0.41 10.2 0.081 0.022 0.700501

2nd melt 4.525 19.7 3.77 0.116 -47.4 335 7.92 0.067 0.703409

2ndresidua 0.482 0.233 0.28111 49.0 0.92 7.10 0.005 0.0021 0.699184

3rdmelt 0.327 7.96 2.41 0.183 44.7 124 0.14 0.0032 0.699188
3rdresidua 0.187 0.137 0.444 55.6 0.92 2.48 9.3E-5 1.1E -4 0.699174

4th melt 0.327 3.14 1.38 0.266 48.1 44.3 2.4E-3 1.5E -4 0.699174

4thresidua 0.079 0.110 0.839 68.8 0.92 0.83 1.7E-6 5.9E -6 0.699173

5th melt 0.327 1.20 1.00 0.504 58.1 15.2 4.5E-5 8.4E -6 0.699173

5thresidua 0.025 0.052 1.24 88.9 0.92 0.27 2.9E-8 3.1E -7 0.699173

QUE 0.327 1.48 1.23 0.503 58.6 0.92 49.8 0.691 0.0402 0.701298
94201 a

a Time at which sources were eroduced.
b Initial composition estimated from C1 chondrites (see text).

c Modeled melts represent crustal sources, and modeled residua represent mantle sources.
d Sm and Nd from WR-1, and Rb and Sr from WR-2.



Figure Captions

Figure 1. Chondrite-normalized spider diagram of shergottites, nakhlites and QUE 94201.

Average values for individual meteorites summarized in Treiman et al. (1986) are used to define the

field for the shergottites (ALHA 77005, EETA 79001 A and B, Shergotty, and Zagami) and the

field for the nakhlites (Nakhla and Lafayette). Normalization to CI chondrite values of Sun and

McDonough (1989). Data for QUE 942'01 is average of values from Warren et al. (1996),

Mittlefehldt and Lindstrom (1996), and this study. Note that the Nakhlites have high LREE and

low HREE relative to the shergottites. Also note that QUE 94201 is strongly depleted in the most

incompatible elements (e.g., Rb, Ta, K, and LREE) and relatively enriched in HREE.

Figure 2. Flow diagram illustrating mineral separation procedure. Shaded fractions were

analyzed for Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd. All fractions were hand picked and were very pure (>99.5%).

Composite grains of primarily glass and pyroxene removed by hand-picking the Pyx-R (Glass-1R)

and Fe-Pyx and Mg-Pyx (Glass-2) were also analyzed.

Figure 3. Rb-Sr isochron plot of mineral, leachate, and whole rock fractions from QUE 94201

calculated using the program of Williamson (1968). A crystallization age of 327+12 Ma and an

initial 87Sr/86Sr of 0.701298+14 is defined by Plag-1R, Plag-2, WR-2, Mg-Pyx-R, Fe-Pyx-R,

and Pyx-R (solid circles) using _.(87Rb) = 0.01402 (Ga) -1. The MSWD for this isochron is 1.11.

An age of 327+_28 Ma is calculated using the same data points and the program of York (1966).

Open circles are analyzed fractions not used to define the isochron. The Rb-Sr age is based on

analyses of mineral residues and one whole rock, and is therefore unlikely to be effected by post-

crystallization addition of secondary sulfate and phosphate phases observed in QUE 94201 by

Harvey et al. (1996) and Wentworth and Gooding (1996). Leachates do not lie on the 327 Ma

isochron because they contain a secondary crustal component, and have isotopic compositions that

are likely to reflect mixtures of primary mantle-like and secondary crustal components. Note that



theleachateslie neara line with aslopecorrespondingto anageof 4.2Ga. Insetshowsanalytical

uncertaintyof individual pointsusedto define:heisochron. ESrrepresentsdeviationof an

individualpointfrom theisochroncalculatedby:

ESr = [(87S r/86S r)measured/(87Sr/86Sr) is°chr°n- 1 ]* 10000.

Figure 4. Sm-Nd isochron plot of mineral, leachate, and whole rock fractions from QUE 94201

calculated using the program of Williamson (1968). A crystallization age of 327_+19 Ma and an

initial end143 of +47.4_+3.5 is defined by NdO- runs of Mg-Pyx-R, Fe-Pyx-R, WR- 1, and WR-L

(solid circles) using )_(147Sm) = 0.00654 (Ga) -I. The MSWD for this isochron is 1.14. An age of

327_+35 Ma is calculated using the same data points and the program of York (1966). Open circles

are analyzed fractions not used to define the isochron. These fractions contain less than 0.8 ng of

Nd, are leachates, or are unleached mineral separates (see text) and are therefore susceptible to

blank corrections and/or secondary alteration observed in the rock. The 327_+19 age is concordant

with the Rb-Sr age, although it is defined by different fractions within the meteorite. The leachates

fall off the 327 Ma isochron, probably as a result of secondary addition of crustal components,

along a line with a slope corresponding to an age of about t. 1 Ga. Note that the plagioclase

fractions have variable Sm-Nd systematics, and that unleached Plag-2 and the Plag-3L leachate

have very tow 147Smj144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd, consistent with presence of a secondary LREE-

enriched crustal component in these fractions. Inset shows analytical uncertainty, of individual

points used to define the isochron. ENd represents deviation of an individual point from the

isochron calculated by:

= 14_ 144 measured 143 144 _ aronENd [( "Nd/ Nd) /( Nd/ Nd) -_::' -1]'10000.

Figure 5. Chondrite-normalized plot of Nd a.-.d Sm concentrations determined by isotope

dilution analyses on mineral fractions and in s:.:u ion microprobe analyses by Wadwa and Crozaz

(1996) and McSween et al. (1996). Normalizalon to values of Sun and McDonough (1989).



WR-L andwhitlockitehavesimilarNd andSmconcentrationssuggestingtheleachateisdominated

by theigneouswhitlockitecomponent.TheMg-Pyx-RandFe-Pyx-Rhaveconcentrationsthatare

similar to therangeof ion microprobeanalyses,whichis consistentwith theobservationsthat

thesefractionslie on theisochron. ThePlag-1R,Piag-2,andPlag-3L fractionshavelowerSm/Nd

ratiosandhigherREEconcentrationsthanthemasketyniteanalyzedby ion microprobe,suggesting

thatthesefractionsarecontaminatedwith asecondaryLREE-enrichedcrustalcomponent.Note

thatof all theplagioclasefractionsPlag-1RhasaSm/Ndratiothatis closestto thevaluedetermined

by ion microprobeandplots closestto the isochronin Fig. 4.

Figure 6. T-ENd _43 diagram illustrating the results of partial melting models. Multi-stage melting

models reproduce the Nd, Sm concentrations, t47Srrd144Nd, 143Nd/144Nd and 142Nd/144Nd

measured in QUE 94201 starting with a source with 2xC1 abundances of Sm and Nd. Five

melting events are required to produce a strongly LREE depleted melt such as QUE 94201 from a

chondritic source. Source mineralogy is Ol:Opx:Cpx:Gar = 60:17:10:13 and is melted in the

proportions Ol:Opx:Cpx:Gar = 31:19:27:23. The timing of initial melting events is constrained by

ENd142 tO be 33 .",Ia after solar condensation at 4.525 Ga producing crust #1 and mantle #1 (not

shown). This is followed by a second melting event at the same time which produces crust #2 and

mantle #2 with :=7Sm/la4Nd of 0.281. Later melting events must be roughly contemporaneous

with QUE 94201 melt production at 327 Ma in order to produce the observed initial ENd 143. The

timing and extent of the two early melting events are, therefore, fixed by the 143Ndl144Nd and

142Nd/14aNd of QUE 94201, since melting occurring at 327 Ma will not affect its isotopic

systematics. Although the 142Nd anomaly observed in QUE 94201 can be produced by large

degrees of melting after 4.525 Ga (i.e. from a source with 147Sm/144Nd > 0.281), the

143Nd/14aNd of _?'.emodeled melt will be too high. Likewise smaller degrees of melting must

occur prior to 4.525 Ga to produce the observed 142Nd anomaly, but yield melts with

143Nd/144Nd that is too low. Two melting events occurring at 327 Ma produce crust #3, crust _4,



mantle#3,andmantle#4. Thefinal meltingeventproducestheQUE94201melt (crust#5) anda

residua(mantle#5). Seetable4for detailedmodelresults.

Figure 7. Sm-Ndplot of shergottitewhole rocks, andmodeledcrustalandmantlereservoirs

calculatedat 180Ma (thecrystallizationageof mostshergottites).Agesin parenthesesrepresent

thetimethatthemantleandcrustalsourceswereproducedby meltingevents.Shergottitedata

from Nyquist et al. (1979),Shihet al. (1982)andWoodenet al. (1982). Note that the

shergottites,with theexceptionof QUE 94201,fall on aline withaslopecorrespondingto anage

of 1.3Ga (t = 1.1Gaat 180Ma) thatrunsbetweenmodeledmantleandcrustalsources.Partial

meltingof sourcesthathavestronglytime-integrateddepletionsin incompatibleelementsgenerates

meltswith high 143Nd/144Nd, but 147Sm/144Nd that is lower than the initial source. Mixing

between such mantle melts and crust may produce the isotopic systematics of the shergottites.

Note that QUE 94201 does not fall on the mixing line defined by the other shergottites, suggesting

that it is more distantly related. The presence of a large eNd 142 anomaly in QUE 94201 (and the

absence of large anomalies in the other shergottites) suggest that it is probably derived from a

different mantle source.

Figure 8. Rb-Sr plot of shergottite and nakhlite whole rocks, and modeled crustal and mantle

reservoirs calculated at 180 Ma. Ages in parentheses represent the time that the mantle and crustal

reservoirs were produced by melting events. Shergottite and nakhlite data from Shih et al. (1982),

Wooden et al. (1979, 1982), Nakamura (1982), Jagoutz and W_inke (1986), and Shih et al.

(1996). The shergottites and the nakhlites fall along a line with a slope corresponding to an age of

-4.5 Ga (t = 4.3 Ga at t 80 Ma) and between modeled mantle and crustal reservoirs. Crust #1 has

high 87Rb/a6Sr and 87Sr/_6Sr and lies on the 4.5 Ga reference line because it was extracted from

the mantle at 4.525 Ga. The modeled mantle has very low 87Sr/86Sr as a result of efficient

extraction of Rb by early differentiation processes. The shergottites and nakhlites have measured

87Rb/86Sr and 87Sr/a6Sr values that are higher than modeled mantle compositions, suggesting that



theyaremixturesof old crustal,withhigh 87Rb]86Sr and 87Sr]86Sr, and young mantle sources,

with low 8VRb/86Sr and 87Sr/86Sr. Mixing between mantle and crustal sources produces a series

of melts that will lie on the 4.5 Ga reference line.
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